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Rulebook, page 18

These are considered blue and follow the same rules as the The Hunting Game, Laying a Snare and Whaling text has been
blue goods tiles.
clarified as follows.
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use the
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again you
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Rulebook, page 10

The details about animal breeding should read:
• If you have at least 1 sheep with the “pregnant sheep” side
facing up, turn all of them to the other side and take 1 “sheep”
tile for each tile you just turned (and place them with the “nonpregnant” side facing up in your stable).
You can get more than 1 newborn of the same kind if you have
more than 1 pregnant animal of that kind. That can happen due to
an Occupation card.

Rulebook, page 11

The details about the Mountain Strips should read:
• In this phase, remove the leftmost resource (i.e., closest to the
arrow) from each face-up mountain strip and return it to the
general supply (this can be wood, stone, ore or silver).
If all spaces are empty, remove the mountain strip.
Also, always add a new mountain strip every round regardless if
another one was removed or not.

Rulebook, page 13

The following is added to the section applying to all anytime
actions:
During phases 7 and 10, all income and bonuses are generated at
the same time; consequently, you may not use the income/bonuses
from one board to place game pieces on another board in the
same phase.

Rulebook, page 23

countered by 16 negative

•
Greenland:
Greenland is
ICELAND

The details about the Final Income should read: game only in rounds 1 to
• Final income: instead of paying out the income
of thetofinal
is turned
the other sid
round, you can write it down in the “Final Income”
category
of in the l
explore
Greenland
the scoring pad.
long game, 2/3/4 in the sh

silver, respectively. Green
both providing silver each
To match the text on the card, the description of theeach
Barbarian
round from Greenla
(158A) should read : “In the Feast phase (phase 9) income
of eachvalues
round,apply to e
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Appendix, page 10

you can use for the feast right away).”

GREENLAND

Appendix, page 16

In the Greenland example, the spaces on
the lower left of the board must be covered
to earn the income.
Note that Greenland allows you to get up to
8 silver coins each round, not 9.

Card Name Changes

•
Iceland: Iceland is availa

To avoid having cards with duplicate names, the following
cards
only in rounds
1 to 3). Aft
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the other side, becomi

within the last two availab
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Card 148c - Spice Trader (was Spice Merchant, like
94a)is special in that
bonus goods: 1 stone and
countered by 24 negative

Card 99a - Preceptor (was Tutor, like 52a)

Q : Can I exchange animal tiles ?

FAQ

A : Yes, animals can be exchanged for a more valuable goods with a Trading Action like any other goods. Although animals score
points at the end of the game, it is often more efficient to exchange them for upgraded goods to cover more spaces on your boards.

Q : Can I place multiple tiles simultaneously on the board?

A : Yes, as long as the layout of the tiles on your board is valid after you have placed all of them. It is common to wait to place them
until shortly before the income phase in order to get the best “puzzle result.”

Q : While receiving income from my home board, can I immediately place some of it on my Exploration
boards to increase the income these boards would provide during that same Income phase ?

A : No, and the same applies to the Bonus phase. However, during a given round, it is possible to place the recently received silver
coins after the income phase and before the Bonus phase to receive more bonuses.

